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HWY HYRDYM MCRYM L(ZRH (L-SWSYM Y$(NW WYB+XW
(L-RKB KY RB W(L PR$YM KY-(CMW M)D WL) $(W (L-QDW$
Y&R)L W)T-YHWH L) DR$W

1 Woe to them that go down
to Egypt for help; and stay
on horses, and trust in
chariots, because they are
many; and in horsemen,
because they are very
strong; but they look not
unto the Holy One of Israel,
neither seek the LORD!

WGM-HW) XKM WYB) R( W)T-DBRYW L) HSYR WQM (L-BYT
MR(YM W(L-(ZRT P(LY )WN

2 Yet he also is wise, and
will bring evil, and will not
call back his words: but will
arise against the house of
the evildoers, and against
the help of them that work
iniquity.

WMCRYM )DM WL)-)L WSWSYHM B&R WL)-RWX WYHWH
Y+H YDW WK$L (WZR WNPL (ZR WYXDW KLM YKLYWN

3 Now the Egyptians are
men, and not God; and their
horses flesh, and not spirit.
When the LORD shall
stretch out his hand, both he
that helpeth shall fall, and
he that is holpen shall fall
down, and they all shall fail
together.

KY KH )MR-YHWH )LY K)$R YHGH H)RYH WHKPYR (L-+RPW
)$R YQR) (LYW ML) R(YM MQWLM L) YXT WMHMWNM L)
Y(NH KN YRD YHWH CB)WT LCB) (L-HR-CYWN W(L-GB(TH

4 For thus hath the LORD
spoken unto me, Like as the
lion and the young lion
roaring on his prey, when a
multitude of shepherds is
called forth against him, he
will not be afraid of their
voice, nor abase himself for
the noise of them: so shall
the LORD of hosts come
down to fight for mount
Zion, and for the hill
thereof.

KCPRYM (PWT KN YGN YHWH CB)WT (L-YRW$LM GNWN
WHCYL PSX WHMLY+

5 As birds flying, so will the
LORD of hosts defend
Jerusalem; defending also
he will deliver it; and
passing over he will
preserve it.

$WBW L)$R H(MYQW SRH BNY Y&R)L 6 Turn ye unto him from
whom the children of Israel
have deeply revolted.

KY BYWM HHW) YM)SWN )Y$ )LYLY KSPW W)LYLY ZHBW
)$R (&W LKM YDYKM X+)

7 For in that day every man
shall cast away his idols of
silver, and his idols of gold,
which your own hands have
made unto you for a sin.

WNPL )$WR BXRB L)-)Y$ WXRB L)-)DM T)KLNW WNS LW
MPNY-XRB WBXWRYW LMS YHYW

8 Then shall the Assyrian
fall with the sword, not of a
mighty man; and the sword,
not of a mean man, shall
devour him: but he shall
flee from the sword, and his
young men shall be
discomfited.

WSL(W MMGWR Y(BWR WXTW MNS &RYW N)M-YHWH
)$R-)WR LW BCYWN WTNWR LW BYRW$LM

9 And he shall pass over to
his strong hold for fear, and
his princes shall be afraid of
the ensign, saith the LORD,
whose fire is in Zion, and
his furnace in Jerusalem.
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